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THERE ARE

HOW MANY DAYS UNTIL BLACK FRIDAY?

It’s a sentiment that’s becoming more and more common in meetings. In the US, Black Friday is traditionally the kick-off for the holiday
shopping season and ushers in Cyber Week for many international markets.
Much like many formerly unshakable traditions, Black Friday is going to look different this year. Not only will brands be fighting for the
traditional holiday spending habits, but many also view the holiday season as a last chance opportunity to make up losses incurred from closures earlier in the year. It’s no surprise that the Holiday 2020 shopping season will be unlike any other retail season. For many merchants,
it may feel as though developing a successful strategy for Holiday 2020 is tenuous at best. Both consumers and retailers are figuring out
how to navigate the new and seemingly ever-changing climate.
As retail, hospitality, and travel industries grapple with the continuation of a global pandemic and looming global recession, brands must
rise to the challenge.To maximize the opportunities within Holiday 2020, brands need to not only understand the current trends but also
how to get creative and meet customers where they are.
As the days go by, most countries continue the process of establishing post-lockdown normalcy. Many European nations, US states, and
Canadian provinces have either completed or are in the final reopening phase. However, this does not mean that business has returned to
pre-COVID operations. This shift creates unique challenges because retailers must navigate different local regulations and keep a pulse on
more detailed consumer spending. For example, some regions may have consumers that feel safer shopping in-store and other areas with
significantly decreased foot traffic. When attempting to understand how consumers will make purchasing decisions in the coming months,
there are three core considerations:
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In a recent study conducted by Klarna, three-quarters of respondents
said price is still a critical factor when deciding on purchases, and 32%
stated an intention to spend less this season than in previous years. Additionally, over 50% of consumers surveyed in a Salesforce study report
feeling “quite concerned” or “extremely concerned” about their family’s
long-term financial situation.
This data indicates that consumers are looking for maximum value this
holiday season. It is important to remember that value extends beyond
the simple act of discounting. Offering promotional incentives such as
bonuses could do more to draw in consumers, so they have a feeling of
genuinely getting more for their money.
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In recent months, one of the biggest challenges consumers and retailers have
faced has been product availability. A report from DigitalCommerce360 reports
47% of online shoppers have experienced out-of-stock and shipping delays.
Supply chains worldwide continue to experience unprecedented pressure
driven by an increase in digital transactions and hindered by limited shipping
capacity. For retailers to capture consumer spend, there must be a clear strategy for communication and product recommendations when an item is out of
stock or back-ordered. An easy answer for many retailers is to incorporate gift
card messaging at more touchpoints throughout the customer journey. The
great thing about digital gift cards, is that they are never out of stock and often
have a near-immediate delivery time.

AVAILABILITY

Additionally, due to ongoing supply chain concerns, many retailers are planning
on a lengthened holiday strategy. In a recent Business Insider article, Macy’s
CEO Jeff Gennette reported that their holiday strategy is launching “in full
force after Halloween.”

“

SUPPLY CHAINS WORLDWIDE
CONTINUE TO EXPERIENCE
UNPRECEDENTED PRESSURE
DRIVEN BY AN INCREASE IN
DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS

”
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Consumers’ desire to feel safe has triggered numerous new behaviors, as well
as expectations. In recent months, 37% of consumers have utilized contactless payments more than usual. When considering that consumers are more
likely to use contactless or digital payments and the fact that 39% of millennials and Gen Z consumers reported that they would spend more if they could
pay through interest-free installments, there are many opportunities retailers
can capture to provide a safe way for customers to budget and pay.
60% of consumers expect social distancing measures even when store operations return to normal. This expectation is directly contradictory to historical
holiday sales strategies of driving foot traffic into the stores to propel consumer spending. The concept was simple—have doorbuster sales to get people in the door while having a strong enough inventory to push them to make
additional purchases. Now, success will likely come from a reimagining of the
role brick and mortar stores play in the customer experience and understanding that a real omnichannel strategy is imperative.
A study conducted by Klarna revealed that 59% of consumers expect the
same items available in-store and online. When considering implications for
holiday shopping, having product alignment between in-store and online is
critical to support the increase in consumer demand for curbside pickup. Recent data from Salesforce shows 24% of consumers have utilized Buy Online
Pickup In-Store (BOPIS) more than usual during the pandemic, and 32% are
more interested in using this service for holiday shopping.
The BOPIS trend will be critical for the holiday season as it accounts for each
of the three core trends. BOPIS provides enhanced consumer safety by not
requiring the customer to enter the store, provides an opportunity for the
brand to incentive the customer to select this option rather than traditional
delivery, and gives customers the confidence that they can get their purchase
on their schedule without needing the additional uncertainty of delivery.

SAFETY
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HOW CAN

GIFT CARDS HELP?

One of the biggest takeaways from the shift in consumer trends is that
previously successful strategies likely will not work this holiday season.
Retailers must get creative and utilize all available tools to increase
customer engagement and capture consumer spending.
Developing a well-integrated gift card strategy is vital. For each new
consumer trend, gift cards provide an element of support.
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Value
Gift card promotions are one of the easiest ways brands can add value and drive consumer behavior. Classic strategies include BOGO as well as Spend
and Get offers. Further, these types of promotions can strategically spur online spending in place of in-store impulse shopping. If a retailer wants to
raise the average spend of online orders, implementing a Spend and Get offer is an easy way to incentivize increased consumer spending. Additionally,
gift cards can be successfully marketed to the two core consumer groups this shopping season—those who have not been financially sumer groups this
shopping season—those who have not been financially affected by COVID-19 and are ready to spend, as well as those who still want to provide gifts but
have experienced economic hardships this year. Many merchants on the Prizeout platform capitalize on this opportunity by offering bonus promotions
as high as 70%. Further, the trend of offering bonus style promotions rather than discounts is becoming increasingly prevalent—over half of Prizeout
merchants captured consumer spend over half of Prizeout merchants captured consumer spend on the platform through utilizing a bonus offer.

Availability
Digital gift cards are always the star of the last-minute holiday strategy. This year, digital cards may shine even earlier in the shopping season. Digital
gift cards are never out of stock, have near-instant delivery, and offer customers a touch-free way to pay. If possible, retailers should plan to develop
messaging and purchase paths highlighting digital gift cards for any out of stock items or last minute purchases. At Prizeout, we see a median redemption time of 70 minutes from the time of orders. The low median time to redemption indicates many consumers view digital gift cards almost as a utility
in order to meet a need in the moment. Further, the ease of updating digital gift card designs means retailers can highlight key products and give consumers a way to connect with future purchases.

Safety
Although not a direct benefit of gift cards, brands can utilize gift cards and promotional value to incentive consumer behavior that supports ongoing
in-store safety. For example, if a retailer wants to drive a BOPIS-focused strategy, offering a small promotional card for any BOPIS purchase can allow
brick and mortar stores to continue social distancing and reduced-contact operations. Additionally, as mentioned above, digital gift cards provide the
easiest, contactless, branded gift option.
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AND WHAT ABOUT

B2B?

Given the overall retail climate, brands must look at all possible sales channels to fully capture fourth-quarter spending, which means
B2B programs will be a vital strategy this holiday season. Gift cards within B2B programs provide a host of additional benefits for brands
this holiday season. As consumers search for opportunities to find unexpected value, many are more open to redeeming points in loyalty
programs for gift cards so they can provide gifts without directly affecting their budget. Placement in B2B programs helps the consumer
access brands through points while also providing the retailer with guaranteed spend at redemption. B2B gift card placements also build
brand awareness and loyalty. For example, on average 54% of Prizeout user spend occurs after initial conversion meaning once a customer
purchases a digital gift card, they come back for more. Additionally, these programs can serve as unique testing and research opportunities for brands without requiring a larger strategic rollout.
Like most things, the shift in holiday strategy is an example of COVID-19 speeding up trends we were already witnessing in retail. There
are several strategies that retailers can implement to make the most of the holiday season, and a well-developed gift card strategy can help
support larger brand goals. Further, it is essential to incorporate a B2B gift card strategy to make the most of the final quarter. New B2B
programs such as Prizeout can provide unique and agile opportunities that are easy to implement and adjust throughout the holiday season
without requiring complicated implementations.

ABOUT PRIZEOUT
Prizeout is a digital gift card marketplace where users can withdraw
funds they’ve earned, won, or exchanged online. For brands, it is
also an innovative ad tech platform that transforms the way to think
about the retail sales pipeline, leveraging gift cards as a form of performance marketing in B2B and B2C markets.
linkedin.com/company/prizeout

hello@prizeout.com

For more information about how your brand
can take advantage of this new opportunity,
reach out to

holly@prizeout.com

